Conventional medical teaching suggests that we should try to make all the patient's signs and symptoms fit one disease. In old age we can accept some secondary diseases such as hypertension or chronic respiratory disease in addition to the main complaint. But once a malignant tumour has been diagnosed all further ill health is assumed to be a manifestation of that tumour. Thus, when a patient appears to develop a second tumour, even after an interval of many years, we try to connect it in some way with the first. This second tumour could be: (I) A late recurrence. (2) Induced by the therapy, for example radiation. (3) A second growth in a patient who has either a reduced resistance or increased susceptibility to malignant disease. (4) Caused by the same etiological factor as that which produced the primary growth.
My interest in double primaries was aroused by 4 patients who presented within a relatively short time. The interval between the first and second tumour varied from 9 to 27 years. It was not easy to tell whether previous irradiation had been a factor in 2 of the cases but in the other 2 there appeared to be no relationship. A series of double primaries was difficult to collect from the records of one hospital but I was able to obtain 370 cases from The South Wales Cancer Registry and a further 250 cases from a personal series by a radiotherapist (Deeley, personal communication).
It immediately became evident that these two series differed considerably. Those collected by the radiotherapist showed a selection consistent with a personal interest in certain carcinomasbronchus, breast, uterus and bladderwhereas those from The Cancer Registry produced a higher incidence of lesions not commonly treated in a radiotherapy department, for example, gastrointestinal tumours.
The percentage incidence of the main malignant sites in The South Wales Cancer Registry is shown in Table 1 (first column). Table I also shows the incidence of paired tumours in the two series studied, e.g. in every 100 paired tumours found from The Cancer Registry, breast was one of the sites of the pair 11 times. This takes no account of which of the two tumours came first. The lower incidence of gastrointestinal tumours amongst the pairs is probably a reflection of the poor prognosis of these tumours. Patients having a lesion at this site as a first manifestation of malignant disease seldom survive long enough to get a second tumour. I have omitted skin cancers from further analysis because of the relatively high frequency of multiple skin cancers and because the histology of the lesion is often difficult to determine from the records, as is any reference to previous irradiation. The commonest combination of double primaries is shown in Table 2 .
In both series breast +uterus and respiratory tract + bladder were common combinations. Table 3 shows the comparison of the actual incidence of tumours in combination and the incidence which would be expected, based on the number of single tumours in the same population occurring by chance.
The high incidence of bladder and bronchus tumours invites one to look for the common cause and this could well be that they are induced by the same etiological factorsmoking. It is difficult to draw any definite conclusions from these figures about the incidence of breast and uterine tumours. It is conceivable that they have a common hormonal etiological factor. The incidence of other double primaries in this small series would suggest that most are no more than coincidental as was suggested by Moertel et al. (1961) . It could be concluded that the tumours which feature most commonly in combination as double primaries are those which occur commonly in the population. 
